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City Attorney Cheetwood removed by council
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter
City Attorney John Cheetwood was
removed from office Monday after
discussion by City Council members
and other officials.
The five Democratic councilmen
out-voted
the
two
Republican
councilmen in favor of replacing

Cheetwood with Patrick Crowley, an
attorney who has served as the 1975
Democratic campaign chaiiman.
Mayor Alvin Perkins requested that
council vote to replace Cheetwood
with Crowley in one of his first actions
as mayor.
COUNCILMAN Boyd Crawford, a
Republican, said Cheetwood could not

be replaced without a valid reason,
adding thai the attorney had served
council well for three years.
"It would be a leal mistake lo
lemove John Cheetwood." he said.
"Bui I don't have anything against
Crowley."
In a prepared statement before
council, Cheetwood said the city
chartei slates thai the city attorney is

appointed by Ihe mayor to serve an
indefinite term and that his removal
would violate the spirit of the charter
by determining the city attorney's
length of service by his political
affiliation.
Cheeiwood
added
that
"The
obvious intent (of the city's charier) is
to provide an attorney who will
transcend administration and represent

the city in all legal matters regardless
of the political party then controlling
the office of mayor and council."
Democratic
councilman
Roger
Anderson said he thinks the mayor
should pick his own administrators.
Robeit New-love, another Democratic
councilman, agreed with him.

COUNCILMAN

Chattel

Barrell,

Democrat, said ho thinks the mayor
needs his own team made up of men in
which he has confidence
"I'm
impressed with the necessity of having
a poison who can work with the
mayor," he said.
Craw lord laid he did not see how
council could vole to remove someone
who has served his community well fot
a political reason, referring lo the fact
that Cheetwood is a Republican and
Perkins is a Democrat.

"Call it policy-making or whatever
you please." Dr. Barrell said, "ho (the
mayor) needs people with which he
can work."
However, he also said he thinks the
mayor should have all the leeway he
needs lo best servo the city.
IN OTHER action, council passed
four resolutions commending past
council members [homes Carroll,
Wanela Rodeheffer, David Can and
Alvin Perkins. Another resolution was
passed commending former mayor
Charles Bartlett.
Harold Rowe. a representative of
the Columbia tijs Co., explained a
proposed
rate hike lo council.
Municipal
Administrator
Wesley
Hoffman said a study will he made of
the situation before a rate increase
goes into effect.

Reagan outpacing Ford
in campaign fund race

Young leers

With the recent snows and the severe low
temperatures ravaging the midwest, many have found
it convenient to stay indoors. But these youngster.

prefer the outdoors competition of a hockey game on
frozen Peregrine Pond. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

Ehrlichman trial called unfair
WASHINGTON (AP) - A lawyer fot
Watergate cover-up defendant John
Ehrlichman aigucd yesterday that
Ehrlichman was denied a fall trial
because the juiy did noi hear
testimony from former President
Richard Nixon.
"He was producer. Ihe director and
the mam actor in what this trial was all
about." said Ally. William Kiates as
foui men convicted in the Watcigate
cover-up took then case to the U.S.
Court of Appeals.
Arguing fot the special Watergate
prosecutor'* office. Pctei Krcindler
said il was determined that Nixon was
not healthy enough to appear al the
trial.
Besides. Kicindlei said. "There is no
basis in this trial record that the result
would have been any different if Mr.
Nixon had testified."
Six of the nine members of the
appeals court heard oral arguments
slightly over a year after four of the
five
cover-up
defendants
were
convicted of seeking to block the
investigation
into
the
original
Watergate break-in.
BESIDES Ehrlichman. a former
White House assistant, they are former

Any. Gen. John Mitchell, forme!
White House Chief of Staff H. R.
Ilaldcmaii
and
former
Nixon
re-election committee official Robert
Maidian. Only Mardian appeared in
the courtroom, where jury selection in
their trial began Oct. I. 1974 and a
verdict was returned the next NewYear's Day.
Once lawyers for three of the four
defendants had finished, prosecutor
Kremdler
said."None
of
the
defendants
has
challenged
the
evidence. . . they
were convicted
on evidence that left no doubt
whatsoevei about their guilt."
Lawyers for llaldeman and Mitchell
argued that intense pre-trial publicity
prevented selection of an maximal jury\
Haldeman lawyer John Wilson said.
"The American people were whipped
up into a white heat by the publicity
in this case."
OPINIONS of guilt were planted in
the minds of possible juiois because of
reports in The Washington Post and
othei publications, hearings by ihe
Senate Watergate Commitiee and the
House Judiciary Committee, plus
court fights over possession of the
White House tapes. Wilson said.

kRI IMU.I-R acknowledged lliat a
few ol the jurors may have had "vague
impressions" about the defendants'
guilt, but said alicr hearing three
months worth ol evidence, "those
Impressions could not have played any
pait in theii deliberations."
He noted that a fifth defendant.
former Nixon reflection committee
lawyci
Kenneth
Parkinson, was
acquitted hy Ihe same jury.
"It was not a jury that went in and
came hack and said 'Guilty. Guilty.
Guilt). Guilty. Guilty,'" kremdler
said. "It was a jury that went in and
came back with a verdict that said
'Guilty.
Guilty.
Guilty.
Guilty .Innocent."'

Predictions of rising sales by area
merchants generally held true with
LaSalle's boasting a SO per cent
increase over last year.
"We definitely did better than last
year," Walls Mudd. assistant manager
of LaSalle's. 139 South Main St.. said.
Mudd said advertising remained the
same and there was no increase in
personnel at the store.
"Shoppers purchased practical items
over frills. Housewares and dothing
were especially popular." he added.
"There was a decrease in sales when
the students left for Christmas break.
but it picked up soon afterward,"
Mudd said.
Ann Van Sky, manager of Uhlman's
and the Lobby. 101 South Main St.,
also noted a loss in sales when the
students left for vacation.
"OUR SALES were up lb per cent
over last year and our advertising has
definitely increased," she said.
"Mood ring sales were sensational
along with the entire jewelry stock,"
Van Sky added.

Objections on that point weie raised
at the time by defense lawyers, but
Sirica ignored thcni. Hundley said.
Hundley said Sirica, in the way he
questioned
prospective
jurors,
influenced how they estimated their
ability to judge the defendants faiilv.

contributions, iho now law makes it
illegal lor anyone lo give more than
SI.(Kill io a single federal campaign.
This works lo Ihe advantage of a
challenger, in this case Reagan,
By limiting large donations, and by
providing federal matching money for
up lo $250 of each private gift, Ihe
law also places a double emphasis on
small donations
fins works to
Reagan's advantage because his strong
political' MOWS siir strong emotions
among Ins hackers, whir had lo open
then pocketbooks more readily than
voters m the political middle
"It's more difficult foi a inodor.no
10 raise money," said lord campaign
spokesman I'eiei kavc.
REAGAN campaign lawyei Loren
Smith put it another way
"li (the law) helped us because il
put
an
emphasis
on
small
contributions and volunteers, We're
very strong on these two things."
■ Smith sard 50,000 persons have
donated
money to the Reagan
Campaign. "It isn't }usl the money that
makes us happy. Il shows there's
support out there."

Weather
Snow likely and turning colder
today, temperatures falling into
the teens in the afternoon. Colder
tonight and tomorrow with MHIW
flurries likely. Low tonight lero
to 10 above. High tomorrow 10 to
15. Chance of precipitation 70 per
cent today and 60 per cent
tonight

■
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Area stores report
1975 sales increase
By Cyndi Bloom

Mitchell lawyei William Hundle)
said trial Judge John Sirica failed lo
find out if prospective jurors had
firmly implanted opinions that the
defendants were guilty.
Hundley said Sirica's handling of
jury
selection
was
"totally
inadequate." because the judge did not
ask potential jury members what they
knew about Watergate.

WASHINGTON (API - Helped by a
law he opposes, Ronald Reagan is
outpacing President Gerald Ford In
campaign fund raising
A
spokesman
laid
Reagan's
campaign committee raised about SJ
million in private donations during
1975 to finance Ins hid fot the
Republican picsidontial nomination.
Ioid laisod only SI.7 million,
according t«> a spokesman fot Ins
campaign
Reagan took ihe financial had afiei
a late start, raising more than
$500,000 a month dining lite lasi
quartet ol 1975, A spokesman said the
heavy pace was continuing into the
tirsi days of 1976.
FORDS PACE was S327.000 a
month tor tho period.
Furthermore,
ihree-lourths
ot
Reagan's money qualifies to be
matched dollar for.dollar by additional
payments
Mom
ihe
federal
government, 111"- spokesman said Less
than one-half of Ford's money
qualifies, according lo Ins spokesman.
Thus. Reagan is gelling a boost
from the year-old federal election
money law. which he Opposes on
philosophical grounds.
Whatever Reagan gels, he can't
necessarily spend more than l-oid
because the election law now- limits
campaign outlays. The spending coiling
is $200,000 per candidate in the New
Hani|.shiie primary, tor example. No
candidate may spend more than MO
million total to campaign lor the
piesnleiiii.il nomination ol any party.
ALTHOUGH incirnibiint presidents
traditionally raise money easily by
tapping wealthy donors for big

■*r$*

"We had a 15-20 per cent increase
over last year," Glee Mills, owner of
Mill's Jewelry, 188 South Main St..
said.

'

"Watch and diamond sales were the
same as last year, but mood rings and
chokers were popular items," he said.
Edward
Gresh.
manager
of
Woolworth's. I54-162 South Main St.,
did not note an increase due to the
low stock of merchandise and the
closing of the store on Dec. 24. This
was one of the rare exceptions.

'
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Rebecca
Krotzer,
promotion
manager of the Franklin Park Mall,
claimed a sizable increase of 15 per
cent for most mall stores.
"MOST STORES do one-third of
their advertising at this time, but I
can't say if they advertised more than
last year," she said.
"We had sizable increases, but our
figures aren't computed yet. Therefore
I can't give an exact figure," Glenn
Anderson, advertising manager of the
Southwyck Mall. said.

Rescue

Marie Ateba looks apprehensively from her apartment
window (left) in Washington, D.C. last Sunday during
a fire that gutted the structure. It was only moments

before she and her two children were rescued from
the blazing building by firemen (right). (AP
wirephotos)
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post's ancient retaliation

eDITGRiaLS
angola perils detente
Foreign intervention in the Angolan civil war is not only
unnecessary, it may cripple detente between the Soviet Union and
the United States.
President Ford warns that continued Soviet interference will
damage relations with the United States. However, Ford cannot deny
that the U.S. still is providing funds to the warring factions.
Ford contends that Soviet activities in Angola are "inconsistent
wih the aims of detente." Russian foreign diplomats could say the
same thing about U.S. activities.
Ford said Monday he does not expect the Soviets to continue
pouring money and equipment into Angola. However, he did not say
that the United States will stop sending financial aid to Angola. How
can the U.S. expect the Soviets to withdraw Angolan assistance if we
are willing to do the same?
Detente is at stake and it is important that the Soviet Union and
the United States pull out of Angola in order to preserve a fragile

detente.
The Organization for African Unity wll meet soon to encourage an
all-African solution to the crisis in Angola. The United States and the
Soviet Union should consider the value of letting the African nations
resolve the problem existing within their continent.

hotline established
With the new year comes a new service designed to help students
wade through any number of administrative or academic tasks. It is
called the Peer Academic Advisory Team (PAAT) or Academic
Hotline.
Student Government Association Senator Susan Constable and
Coordinator of Academic Affairs Mary Helen l-'rammo arc
responsible for establishing the service to aid students with problems
such as appealing a grade or changing a major.
The Academic Hotline number is 372-2657 and is open from I 2-6
p.m. now through Jan. 16. Operations will resume again when spring
schedules are available.
Students who want to bypass a lot of red tape and confusion
should lake advantage of this service.

WASHINGTON - A few days after
Katherine Graham, the publisher of
The Washington Post, told a meeting
of her non-striking employees, "We are
a union newspaper," 2,000 angry trade
unionists and their sympathizers
marched around the newspaper's
building and burnt the lady in effigy.
Il was a world turned upside down.
The most liberal major newspa'.-r in
America, located a couple of blocks
away from AFL-CIO headquarters,
under siege by members of the
organizations il has been allied with
for decades.
The events leading up to this strange
confrontation are easy enough lo
trace. On ihe night of Sepl. 30. after,
the newspaper's conlracl with the
pressmen's
union
expired, some
members of the union went on what
has been variously described as a
criminal rampage or a jail house riot.
They savaged a foreman and did
such destruction to the presses the
paper could not appear the next day.
Since then the damage has been
repaired for the most part and a big,
but curtailed, newspaper is being put
out by management personnel and
other non-union Post employes.
SOME
PRESSMEN
or
their
supporters have followed up their
initial criminal idiocy by administering
bearings to people who disagree with
ihem and cross ihe picket lines to go
lo work. And Ihe pressman's union is a
very easy union lo disagree with.
Not only is il a staunch practitioner
of featherbedding. il has a rotten
record on race and for weeks il has
lurried down a handsome wage
selllemenl which management has
proposed in return for the union's
relinquishing ils preposterous set of
fcalhcrhedding work rules.
The union has placed every obstacle
in the way of gaining Ihe support of
fair-minded
people.
Only
Ihe

OH 7WM? THEY'RE JUST LEFTOVERS
WON IAS1 QUARTERS' PROP-AW."

Leirers
on the path to
righteousness
As
our
nation's
bicentennial
approaches, it is a good lime to
consider the condition of our grand
old U.S. of A. The outlook is not
bright when one considers what has
happened to morality in our country
today.
The most disturbing Ihing about our
new levels of indecency is ils effect on
the youth of today. The very moral
fiber of American academia is
threatened by the new breed of college
student. What ever happened to (he
clean, all American boy that got his
kicks by swallowing goldfish and
drinking Coca Cola? He has been
replaced by a shaggy, obnoxious beer
drinking (perhaps even pot-smoking)
deviant.
THE BEST place to initiate the
battle against such degenerates is right
here
at
Bowling
Green
State
University, and we have developed a
plan which will set us back on the path
to righteousness:
1. Establish a University dress code
in which young ladies must wear
skirts, gentlemen musl wear their hair
in a neat fashion, not covering the
neck or ears, and jeans are forbidden.
2. Reduce visitation in dormitories
to six hours.
3. Place surveillance cameras in the
rooms of any suspected fornicalors
and immediately *xpel anyone caught
committing such acts

4. Forbid the sale OI consumption
of alcoholic beverages on campus.
By establishing these regulations,
the University could do its student
body a great service. While there
would be some objections to this
action, il would probably come from
communist activists that have been
infiltrating our Institution in recent
years.
Rest
assured
thai
the
red-blooded American students on this
campus want and need such changes
Joe McCorkle

Bruce Burkholder
20S Pi Kappa Alpha

check out
swim team
What has 52 legs, weighs 4,160
pounds and is wrinkled like a prune?
Answer:
The
BGSU
Men's
Swimming Team!
Come check oul our learn this
Saturday at I 30 p.m. when they oust
Ohio University. The public is invited
and admission is free.
Jennifer Cross
Manager. Men's Swim Team
229 McDonald West

satire
Phil Birch Kappa (either ihe best or
the worst argument): a satire on
experts. Phi Beta Kappa or otherwise.
The question for 1976 remains,
where did all of the philologists go?
Where are they hiding?

The
experts
fell
such
that
communism is not a problem. I say.
tell that to those who live daily under
communism. Further. I submit this is
the Achilles' tendon of the so-called
"experts." Here it is:
The progressive wants to achieve
reform bit by bit whereas the outright
communists want total change: a
revolution.
NOW THE communists lie and say
they are mere "progressives" as did
Fidel Castro and as presently do the
MPLA
(Popular
Movement
for
Liberation of Angola). Few see through
this covering.
Many then deny the existence of
ultimate evil, since they are not wise.
Take away their Phi Beta Kappa keys
and give them something more
appropriate.
Give them scorn for communists are
communists.
Either I am correct or not. 1
challenge those skeptics to refute my
viewpoint
here-in
this
column:
especially the distinguished Young
Socialist Alliance.

management could rescue il from its
isolation and this the management is
now doing.
After weeks of Ihe Post conducting
itself in exemplary fashion ■ that is.
defending
itself
from
crimes
committed against the persons of its
employes and ils property - Mrs.
Graham has announced she is bringing
in strike breakers.
The
striking pressmen will
be
permitted to return lo work AS
INpiVI DUALS-the caps are those of
Ihe Post's in a primed policy
statement.
THE UNION is to be smashed.
Thus, by retaliating with that
ancient
management
device
the
lockout, Mrs. Graham has accepted ihe
pressmen's union's invitation to waltz
back to Ihe industrial warfare of ihe
19th century. The lockout was a
standard management lactic in the
face
of
the
union
violence
characteristic of those miserable and
bloody times.
The management has ils reasons for

responding by an act which is socially
and politically as reckless as Ihe
pressmen destroying the presses. It is
rightfully angry. It is also coming up
against ihe fatigue of its won people
who must work their ordinary day and
then put in another eight hours
manning the presses. There are
employees in the Post building who
literally haven't seen their families in
months. When they're not working
they're sleeping on cots in the
corridors.
It's a case of bringing in the scabs or
ceasing publication for the strike's
duration.
Suspending
publication
is
a
shattering thought for any newspaper's
management, not only because of fear
they won't gel their circulation back
when the strike's o>.r. <>ut also
because newspaper people go crackers
when they can't hear the rumble of
the presses.
NEVERTHELESS the management
has chosen wrong. More than The New
York Times even. The Washington
Post has been ihe editorial sytnbol of
the
liberal
solution
lo
labor-management conflict.
Thai solution, as it has found
expression in our laws and in what has
come to be traditional practice, is to
limit the field of conflict. One side
forgoes the pleasure of busting Ihe
machinery; the other side gives up Ihe

pleasure of busting the union.
With big corporations such as The
Post Company which owns many
other valuable properties - it has even
made its way into the bottom of the
Fortune 500. the ordinary method of
taking a strike is lo close down and
wail it out. That's what other
members of the Fortune 500. like
General Motors and U. S. Sleei. do.
They understand thai the basis of the
liberal
solution
has
been
the
recognition that, if ihey continue to
manufacture ingots or Chevies, the
striking men outside will inevitably
resort
to violence, and classic
industrial warfare, the Pinkertons
versus the beastly mob. will ensue.
The liberal solution, as it has
evolved from the early days of the
New Deal with the unswerving support
of The Washington Post, is not
restricted in application to "good"
unions any more than it is to "good"
managements. Il covers all union*,
even crumby ones like ihe pressmen,
for il is based on the premise thai, by
limiting economic warfare in this way.
attrition can impose peace, a degree of
prosperity, and a measure of dignity
on Ihe most bitter antagonists in due
time.
By breaking with its own past, the
Post breaks with the liberal solution
without offering any other but dire
conflict.

capital lacks optimism
WASHINGTON-After
the
dyspeptic days of 1975, the natural
reaction is to say thai in 1976 things
are bound to improve. That's the
cautious optimism of the nation's
capital as the calendar flips over, but is
purely a hope and not one borne of
any great conviction.
Washington
finds itself under
attack, from within and without.
Congress, the presidency and Ihe
bureaucracy are being sniped at as
never before.
Government itself is looked upon in
many quarters as an enemy of the
people. And because this federal city
likes to think of itself as a true mirror
of the nation, the feeling grows that
(he republic is in a heap of trouble in
its 200th year.
Fortunately. Washington's malaise
on a rainy, chilly New Year's
beginning is not typical of the resl of
Ihe country.
THAT TRUTH hits home to a
returning reporter, ihe president and
members of Congress after a few days
away from this city. Life in 1975 was
not easy for America, at home oi
abroad. But neither has it been
unmitigated disaster.
Telling an unemployed Detroit auto
worker thai ihe rale of joblessness is
declining won't bring him a pay check,
but the fact is that this country has
been through worse times. Hearing an
elderly relative describe how inflation
has eroded her Social Security pension
can only increase one's impatience
with
President
Ford's economic
advisers.

Douglas Keith
4297 Main Si.

Perry, Ohio

woke up, coach
Will somebody please wake up
coach Haley? He's been playing that
same old lake the ball down court, set
up pattern ball for the last three years
since I've been here.
It's obvious to see thai this type of
ball is not winning for us. I believe
Haley has the potential as far as his
players are concerned, but he is not
aware ol il or else he's stubborn.
In list weeks' loss to Western
Michigan, trailing by 18 points. Haley
failed lo utilize the press and fast
break when needed. In behalf of the
spectators this set up pattern ball is
boring to watch. If you can't teach an
old dog new tricks, gel rid of him. For
heaven's sake change the offense!
Harold Staley
724 Sixth St. No. 4

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right lo edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 10»
University Hall.

presidential candidates who promise
reform.
Bui il still seems curious thai so
many of our 1976 aspirants for the
While
House are
basing
their
credentials on the argument that the
best man to run a business is one who
hasn't been involved in any part of it.

But Ihe fact is that our inflation is
nowhere near as savage as il has been
for workers in Britain. France and
Wesi Germany during the past 12
months. If the economic indicators are
-ootrect. we have weathered the worst
of it.
The system did not collapse into
another
great
depression.
More
importantly
for
Washington
lo
remember, the aulo worker and the
pensioner haven't given up on the
system or on Washington. Bui they do
want both to work heller.
This being a presidential election
year, all of us-whether citizens,
political
reporters
or
public
officials-owe it lo ourselves to lake a
hard look at the phenomenon of
candidates who arc running "against
Washington" in hopes of presiding
over it.
RONALD
REAGAN.
George
Wallace and. to a lesser degree. Jimmy
Carter, are telling us that just about
everything in the nation's capital needs
wholesale revamping-and that the
logical person to straighten up
Washington is somebody who is
untainted by experience in national
affairs.
A lot of things in Washington do
need changing. The bureaucracy is
swollen and unresponsive. Ambitious
and expensive social reforms haven"!
lived up to their promise. The federal
budget is huge and so are the deficits.
A lot of the blame must fall on
persons versed in Washington's ways,
including
some
of
the
other

I have a hunch thai street-smart
voters have spotted the illogic of the
claim as fast as overly sensitive
Washing!onians. The electorate will
demand more of such candidates than
a look of innocence.
WHAT WASHINGTON will have 10
endure for most of ihe new year,
however, is something thai markedly
increased in 1975-pubhc skepticism of
federal ability to improve the quality
of life in Ihe United Stales and In
insure peace in the world.
Pan of Ihe lack of failh is due I*
the overpronusing that occurred in th*
Nixon and Johnson years, and came in
fruition in past one. The final collapse •
of Vietnam, unease about detente with
Russia, a sullen economy, the energy
predicament, the bickering between]:
Congress and the White House and tht» .
shameful revelations of CIA and FBI
activities have worried and wearied the;
American
people almost beyondj
patience.
Not even Job would seem lo havt<
had as many afflictions. Nor is ther*/
any reason lo think the end is in sight;":
A political year has a way olj
exacerbating national problems even asS
it offers hope of alleviating (hem.
Perhaps thai is the secret the rest of!
ihe country understands far better;
than jaded Washington.
Despite the ordeal of 1975. {hepeople haven'l given up. They stillji
expect to find the leaders who carrf
best
help
America achieve the|:
Jefferson dream of life, liberty and-:
ihe pursuit of happiness. Corny?:
perhaps. But true.
Copyright. 1976, Universal Press
Syndicate/Detroit News
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Doors delay renovations! LA doctors slowdown
hinders local hospitals

Hanna HaH renovations could be
completed within the next few weeks, or as
'-ie as mid-March, depending on who a
person talks to at the University.
The installation of entrance and stairway
doors, which will complete the project. have
been delayed due to the late shipment of
hardware which must be added to the doors
by the manufacturer, according to a
spokesman for Carl B. Mockensturm Inc..
the project's general contractors.
It should take six to eight weeks for the
completed doors to be delivered, after which
an installation period will follow, the
spokesman said.
"Actually, we may be further ahead to
wait until spring," due to the heat loss factor
during a winter installation, he said.
New entrance doors will be installed on
the east, west and south sides of the
building, according to Roland Engler.
assistant University architect. These doors
are identical to the ones installed in
University Hall last year and should be more
weather-tight, he explained.

New stairway doors, replacing the wooden
ones, are a safety precaution which will
comply with safety and fire codes, Engler
said.
Heating and air ventilating units also were
behind schedule. Classroom units were
installed in the fall but office units were
delayed at the factory and did not arrive
here until mid-December.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - A
Southern California doctors'
slowdown sharply reduced
services at many private
hospitals yesterday and
preparations were made to
release patients early and
transfer others out of
bulging public facilities.
However, a spokesman
for a publicly operated
emergency hotline said no
patients in the nation's most
populous county were being
denied emergency treatment
even though elective surgery
ground to a virtual standstill
at some facilities.
Doctors are responding to
an announced quadrupling
M malpractice insurance

"There was a problem with the quality
control in the terminal control units,"
explained Frank Cordino of Bradwell Inc..
the project's mechanical contractor.
A sealing problem delayed the units but
they now are installed and working, he said.
The Hanra Hall project was started last
summer with completion set for the middle
of November. Engler said. "We try to find a
time when the building can be partially
vacated" so not many people will find it an
inconvenience, he added.
Although the renovation is incomplete,
the building is being utilized fully.

Bargaining interest remains
By Cindy Smercina
Stiff Reporter
Interest
in
collective
bargaining is apparently still
alive among some University
faculty members.
A small but vocal group
bf faculty members are
pursuing the establishment
of a collective bargaining
unit at the University,
according to Don Montague.
Uniserv consultant for the
National
Education
Association (NEA), Ohio
Education
Association
(OEA) and the Northwest
Ohio Education Association
(NOEA).
NEA represents more
than J million educators
nalionwide
who teach
primarily at the elementary
and
secondary
levels.
Recently the association
began organizing university
chapters.
On Dec. 8, 1975. NEA
held
a
meeting
for
University faculty members
interested in organizjng
under the auspices of the
association.
Faculty
at
YoutAgstowu
State

University. Ohio University.
Kent State University and
Wright State
University
already have organized as
NEA affiliates.
The meeting attracted
about
twelve
faculty
members and was held to
"promote the cause of a
chapter and discuss the
merits of the organization
(NEA)."
Montague
explained. "We called the
meeting based on the
strength of appeals made to
us by members of your
faculty," he added.
Another meeting between
NEA and University faculty
members is scheduled for
late this month. The
purpose.
according
to
Montague, is to "alert the
faculty to our organisation
and reach out and make
contact with more people."
Previous attempts
at
organizing the University's
faculty have mel with
apathy andiquest ion s
about
the legality of
collective bargaining by
faculty at state-supported
institutions.

"I would anticipate that
every institution of higher
learning will be seeking to
ally itself with a parent
organization
(such
as
NEA)." Montague said. "I

would think it could be
more dramatic than people
are willing to admit to. I
think the chapter I (at the
University) has a real
possibility ol developing."

premiums by curtailing
non-emergency services.
MARION
DIAMOND,
chief of disaster services for
the county Department of
Health
Services,
said
patients
arriving
at
emergency rooms of many
private hospitals were being
given necessary fust aid and
then transferred to public
lacilnies.
The Hospital Council of
Southern California said its
latest
count--taken
Monday--indicated 71 of
".•4 member hospitals were
experiencing difficulties of
varying degrees. Vestciday's
figures
were
not
immediately available but a
spokesman said the trend
did not appeal to be
improving.
"We're going to start
planning lor earlier than
normal discharges We think
we could free up quite a few
beds by doing that." said
Dr. John Affeldt. the Health
Services Department chief.

local briefs
Elections

The
county's
eight
hospitals and the stale-run
UCLA Medical Center were
expected to be filled in
about a week, spokesmen
said. Patients were being
diverted to these facilities
where malpractice coverage
is provided under a blanket
policy by taxpayers.
AFFELDT
SAID
negotiations were under
way with seven private
hospitals
to
provide
in-patient care at publicexpense. He said a key
feature of the plan would be
a county-paid temporary
malpractice policy to insure
that doctors would be
available to treat patients.
The occupancy rate at
many private hospitals was
down drastically and an
Associated Press spot survey
indicated employe layoffs
or work reductions were
widespread.

oh, spaghetti!
only 99

The deadline lot filing for candidacy in the Feb. 5
Student Government Association (SGA) elections is Jan.
13 at 5 p.m.
Students running for SGA offices. Student Senate
positions oi Union Activities: Organization (UAO)
Director - at - large nia> file loi candidacy HI 405 Student
Services Bldg.

Skiing class
The Wednesday > p in skiing class will meel in .'CXI
Moseley Hall and (he Thursday 3 p.m. class will meel
in J04 MoMlej
These meenngs ire mandatory foi Student! enrolled in
ihese dauet

Brass quintet
The Universin Bran Quintet will present a concert al
8 p.m. Sunday in ihe Mam Auditorium, University Hull
as part of the College of Musical Ails' Music in Ihe Main
Scries.
The piogium will feature Ruth Storch, a itudeni ai
Randolph-Macon Women's College who will dance to
Joseph Horovitz'l "Music Hall Suite."
The quintet also will present Victor Ewald's
"Quintet." an impressionistic work by leClerc. and
"Canzana Bergamasca." a contemporary work in
McCabc and Scheldt from ihe Baroque period,

CHARISMATIC CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

JESUSTHRIST

LORD

DEDICATED TO THE UPLIFTING AND GLORIFICATION
OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST
AND HIS WORD.

tonight & every wed. night
5 p.m. - 9 p. m.

PROUT CHAPEL

sorry, no delivery on this special

Thursday Eve 7:30

Sunday Morning 10:00

ALL ARE INVITED TO WORSHIP

Pog Hal's

Co-Pastors
Joseph R. McAuliffe and Peter M. Doane
352-0018
352-7763

• pizza • subs • spaghetti
1004 S. Main. BG. Ph. 352-7571
—

THE OXFORD HOUSE
$50,000.°° Stock Reduction Sale
MEN'S
DRESS
SLACKS

MEN'S
CASUAL
SLACKS
$ 95

7

Vi PRICE

MEN'S
NECK
WEAR

MEN'S
DRESS
SHIRTS
95

to 17

$coo

$088

CREW-NECK
SWEATERS

MEN'S
JEANS

ALL
WINTER
COATS

$795

starting at

13

99

$699

MEN'S

SUITS
and
LEISURE SUITS
P3995to9995
sorry - alterations will be extra

ALL MEN'S SHOES

*2000
orig. $24" to $31."

OPEN

M. T. W, Thrs til 6
FRIDAY til 9
SAT, til 5:30

JEANS
$
9" to 19"

ALL

WOMEN'S
SWEATERS

25% off

originally $1600 to $2400

orig. $12 to $26

OTHER
SWEATERS

WOMEN'S

20% to 40%
off

to

$1395

MEN'S
GLOVES

MEN'S
FLANNEL
SHIRTS

starting at

$399

WOMEN'S
GAUZE & PATCHWORK

SHIRTS
7" to 12"

00

originally $13

to $20°°

WOMEN'S
BLOUSES

25% off

originally $1400 to 1600

WOMEN'S

SLACKS
and
SKIRTS

$A99

LEISURE SHIRTS
$
9" to 13"
While they last!

ALL

originally 14 to 23.00

8" to 18"

OXFORD HOUSE
518E. WOOSTER
Bowling Gromn's Only 2 for 'lO.** Pant Plaem

WOMEN'S
FLANNEL SHIRTS
$] ] 99
orig. $16°

WOMEN'S
CORDUROY
SLACKS
$

12" to 19"
originally $1900 to $24°°

MASTERCHARGE
BANKAMERICARD
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Joni's jazz talents highlight 'Summer Lawns'
Review By
D»vid Fandray
The end of I97S brought
us the holidays, and with
them came ihc inevitable
deluge of "greatest hits"
and ' "best of* packages
from the recording industry.
Withoul exception, these
tired
restatements
of
previous glories from the
likes
of
Chicago
and
America did little more than
lighten
the
Christmas
shopping burdens of this
nation's parents and older
brothers and sisters
This rather unambitious
slate
of end-of-theycar
releases cast a pretty dismal
shadow on what had been
one of the most exciting
yeirs for pop music in
recent memory.

Fortunately, December
did produce one standout
album
that
fittingly
captured
the spirit of
excitement and excellence
that had been generated by
the
likes
of
Dylan,
Springsteen, the Who and
the Starship in previous
months.
This was Joni Mitchell's
"The Missing of Summer
Lawns."
At this point in her
career,
it
is probably
inconsequential to note that
Joni Mitchell is a unique
performer.
Throughout
every phase of her career,
her
highly
introspective
songwriting has been mated
with an eccentric and
fascinating
style
of
performance.
Her voice swoops and

Leotards - Tights
by Burlington
Socks Adler

soars,
see mi n gly
un const rained
by
conventional
melodic
considerations.
Her
arrangements are seldom
plain and rarely conform to
the staid and smooth-flowing
lines
one
usually
associates with the female
folk tradition from which
Joni Mitchell has emerged:
With her recent live
album, "Miles of Aisles,"
Mitchell gave an indication
thai
her
music
was
beginning to take an even
more radical departure from
its folk origins.
Backed by Tom Scott
and the I A Express, she
took her music closer to the
world of jazz-a form that
seems
well-suited
to
compliment
Joni's
free-flying voice and loosely
arranged songs.
"The Hissing of Summer
Lawns" shows that Joni is
not backing away from her
interest in jazz.
She works primarily with

jazz musicians from both
the L.A. Express and the
Crusaders. Her songs are
even less bound by standard
verse- chorus structures than
they have been in the past,
and Joni continues to use
her
voice
as
an
improvisational instrument
of considerable range and
flexibility.
What makes this album so
exciting, however, is not the
fact that Joni Mitchell is
becoming a jazz singer. We
already have Ella Fitzgerald
and Flora Purim, and Joni's
voice alone is not going to
bring any new dimensions
to jazz music.
What is exciting is the
fact that "The Hissing of
Summer
Lawns"
brings
together the jazz musician's
sensitivity
for
musical
complexity, the folk singer's
sensitivity
for
lyrical
development
and
dramatization, and a host of
other disparate influences.
In Joni's hands, these

influences come together to
form a hybrid style of music
that is not quite like
anything else to be found in
the world of pop music
today.

A tremendous amount of
imagination has gone into
the album.
Joni's lyrics, while often
hopelessly obscure, bristle
with provocative images.

interesting word play and a
refreshing feel for language.
Her dramatic readings of
these lyrics are equally
refreshing. Her voice seems
to be pushed to its limits:
sometimes singing plainly,
sometimes turned loose in a
flight of scat improvisation,
sometimes
used
merely
speaking.
The songs themselves are
tied together thematically.
Although
dealing
with
various
characters
and
caricatures, they all seem to
deal with what Joni sees as
the tension that exists
between our romanticized
view of life and various
realities we face.

TIGHTS -- 3.60
PETITE-AVG. -TALL
NAVY

COLUMBUS (AP) - A House utilities panel, unable to
agree on a key cost factor, abruptly stopped hearings
yesterday on major legislation lo change the formula
used lo determine utility service rates.
The unexpected delay on the priority legislation came
as the General Assembly reconvened for the l°76
session. Floor sessions were limited to minor procedural
matters.
Rep. Vernon Cook. (D-39. Cuyahoga Falls), chairman
of the utilities subcommittee, halted the hearing after
Public Utilities Commissioner Sally Bloomfield said the
effect of the proposed bill would be "worse than what
we have now."
COOK. WHO had planned a vote yesterday, blamed
the delay on absence of a quorum in committee and
rescheduled action for today.
However, he conceded he wanted to study a
controversial section that would permit utilities to pass
through to customers interest on loans for construction
work in progress.
The major thrust of the legislation would repeal the
Reconstruction Cost Now (RCN) formula which is used
as a starting point by the state in considering rate
increase requests by gas. electric and telephone
companies.
Consumer groups want to replace RCN with an
original cost plan that would not allow utilities to
recalculate their investments in plants and other capital
property at current market value. This trending up is
arbitrary and opens the door to windfall profits for
utilities, the utilities commission contends.

A degree is only part of an education. The larger
part is your growth is a person. Not only from
what you're exposed to but whom.
That's why we've been around for over 125
years. We're the Sigma Chi Fraternity. We offer
everything you can't find in a textbook.
Stop by and see for yourself what a fraternity
can mean to you. When you graduate, there's a lot
more to take with you than a piece of paper.

BLACK

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St

Find It Here!

AS WRITTEN, the alternative-original cost would
allow utilities to add construction loan interest to their
rate base, a cost factor now allowed undet RCN.
"The effects of this are worse than what we have
now." Bloomfield testified. "Someone did-a number on
you when they suggested this/*
Bloomfield said permitting the' Qow-through of
interest would eliminate any incentives for utilities to
hold down construction costs.
"1 could never support this provision of the bill" she
said, "I just can't emphasize what a poor idea I think
this is."
The PUCO estimates the present plan would add,
"conservatively about $300 million to customers bills
over a one-year period."

OPEN TUES. EVE. TILL 9:00

BEE GEE
BOOKSTORE
WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

It
is
this
thematic
coherence, coupled with
musical imagination, that
makes this an exciting
album.
Taken as a whole, this
record indicates that Joni
Mitchell's imagination is
stronger than ever, and she'
is taking her music into
some fascinating new areas.

Hearings stopped
on service rates

WHAT'S MORE
IMPORTANT...
A DEGREE OR
AN EDUCATION?

LEOTARDS - 6.50

There seems to be a
mood of hopelessness about
the album, and it is a mood
that is reinforced by every
element of the record-from
the songwriting and the
performances to the final
mixing of
the
sounds
created in the studios.

Sue MMer. sophomore (B.A.). begins the job of
moving back in after Christmas vacation. (Newsphoto
by Lance Wynn)

CONGRATULATIONS!
TO
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA'S
New 1976 Officers
President
Vice President
Rec. Secretary
Cor. Secretary
Treasurer
Sergeant at Arms
Parliamentarian
Dean of Pledges
Hodegos
Ivy Leaf Reporter

Crystal Gooch
Carletta Railey
Karen O'Bryant
Karen Jackson
Jackie Bailey
Karen Jackson
Tonia Kates
Berene Ramey
Tonia Kates
Dianthia Stith

I
BUFFI APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE NOW
AND FOR NEXT YEAR
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

|

CALL BILL STONER
352-2915

w Campus Coupon Spooicls!
CLIP THESE COUPONS AND SAVE.

^
I *

PLUS
OUR STANDARD SCHOOL SUPPLIES

**22*\-*>.$fa"Vtf?
•*»

1

toff.

VT

i

*&£

!«*•!

•■- •■*•..c M 'JO'.

•0V* ' •—a>i 'OC^S • "

(INCLUDING ENGINEERING & ART)

and A LARGE SELECTION OF MASCOT ITEMS

BEE GEE BOOKSTORE
353-2252,1424 E. WOOSTER
\

ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN

V- i
He t-a — • if] <•>•«>«>

Tl 0 E. WociiVif "St
Bowlitig Green
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Student photo in NY exhibit
This
award-winning
photo, taken by Linda
Taphorn. senior (B.A.). will
be on display at the Kodak
Photo Gallery in New York
City. January 13 through
March 13. as part of a major
presentation of finalists in
the
1975
Kodak
International
Newspaper
Snapshot Awards (KINSAV
Taphorn. who also
works in the University
News Service, is reptesented
by a snapshot of her
four-year-old brother, Brian,
and a live-year-old friend
"eyeing each other and
clowning around" as they
sit on a bench. The
black-and-white photo was a
winner in the Cincinnati
Post
summer
snapshot
contest, and as such was
submitted
to
the
international
competition
where it won a $100 Special
Merit
Award.
K1NSA.
sponsored
annually
by
Eastman Kodak Company,
last year drew more than
300.000 entries.
Taphorn's
picture
will be featured at the
Kodak Photo Gallery. 1133
Avenue of the Americas (at
43rd Street), along with the
black-and-white and color
photography
of
photo
amateurs from throughout
the I'nited States. Canada
and Mexico. The Gallery is
open lo the public from
noon to 5 p.m. Monday and
i from' 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tuesday through Saturday.

Referral service answers questions
By Rob Arkwright
Stiff Reporter
The
Peer
Academic
Advising Team (PAAT). a
student-operated academic
referral service, opened
yesterday and will help
students with academic
questions now through Jan.
16. '

Student! with questions
can call I'AAI between
noon and (> pin
at
372-2657,
The Student Government
Association
( S G A)
sponsored
service,
also
known
as
Academic
Hotline, will be manned by
memhets of the SGA

Academic Affairs Board.
Coordinator of Academic
Affairs
Mary
Helen
Framme. who organised the
hotline
with
Student
Senator Susan Constable,
said the hotline's puipose is
not to icplacc already
established
academic
advising and counseling
service* but ...to answei

simple academic questions |
and to lefci students with
more complex questions to
the piopcr advising and
counseling centers
Although
PAAT will
discontinue operations after
Jan. 16. it will reopen when
spring qujiter registration

WHILE YOU ARE IN COLLEGE,
WE CAN GIVE YOU
A COMMISSION

AiwROTC
has a lot
going for it
For a veteran
Unas
even more.

WITHOUT A HITCHI
ARMY ROTC has a lot going for
it. For a veteran it has even
more. Because now. when you go
to
college
and take ARMY
ROTC, yo'i've got a choice.

Greek police continue probe
into shooting of CIA official
approached as he got out of
If the
papers
are effort to make it a test case.
the car in front of his convicted in court, the
Meanwhile, results of an
suburban home and shot penalties range front lines to autopsy
performed
on
him.
imprisonment loi editors
Welch were released to VS.
The 46-year-old Welch and withdrawal of duty free
Embassy officials. They
was buried yesterday in a newspiint for a certain
included photographs of
military
ceremony
at period of time.
Welch, blood samples and
Arlington
National
The papers charged In
the damage done to Welch's
Cemetery
outside the district attorney have
body by the two bullets
Washington
continued publishing news
which slammed into his
Though listed officially as surrounding
the
Welch
abdomen and chest at close
a special assistant at the murder in an app.iienl
range
embassy, a Greek newspaper
had identified Welch as one
of a number of CIA
operatives
here.
A
Washington quarterly called
"Counterspy" had also
identified him as the CIA
representative
in
Peru
before he was assigned to
Athens last May.
CINCINNATI (AP)
U.S. Rep. Willis Gradison.
Welch's muider sparked
(R-Ohio) the first person investigated for violations of
wild speculation in the Greek
the Federal Elections Act ol I''" I, said yesterday he was
press as to who did it and
cleared by the commission
the motive. As a result, the
Giadison and his campaign committee were named by
Athens district attorney
opposition Democrats last June in a complaint alleging
ordered a news blackout on
impiopei lepoiis on expenditure! III the November l')74
the case in the Greek press.
election in the Ohio lirsi Congressional District.
The district attorney filed a
"I am delighted." Gradison said of the report from
suit Monday alleging that
the Eedeial Election Commission, but said he fears the
four Athens newspapers had
new law has opened ihe door to "political pranks "
violated ihe ban.

ATHENS.
Greece
(AP) - Police said yesterday
they still had no dues that
might lead them to the
three masked assailants who
shot and killed Richard
Welch.
the
Central
Intelligence
Agency's
(CIA) station chief here, two
weeks ago
Police have interrogated
almost 500 persons so far.
including
members
of
extremist organisations. A
reward of $160,000 his
been
offered
by
the
government for information
leading to the arrest of
Welch's killers.
"Despite putting our best
men on the case and
following every lead, we
have been unable to come
up with anything." a police
officer said.
Welch was assassinated
Dec. 23 after returning from
a Christmas party at U.S.
Ambassador Jack Kubisch's
residence. His wife Maria
and his driver were unhurt
in the assault by three
masked
persons
who

Campaign ruling

OUR PIZZA IS
OUT OF THIS WORLD
PISANELLO'S
SIZES:

10. 12. 14. 18 inch

hours S-T 4:30 pm - 1:00 am
f -S 4:30 pm • 3: 00 am

Delivered to your door
FAST, FREE, & HOTI

352-5166

t&fje Ben
WINTER
CLEARANCE
f

You can either go directly into
a Reserve component to start
working on your civilian career.
Or you can serve your obligation
with a two-year hitch on active
duty.

In most cases your service
experience alone will replace the
first two years of the ROTC
program. And during the last two
years you'll be earning $100 a
month, up to ten months each
school year. That's in addition to
your G.I. Bill allowances.

203 N. MAIN

JEANS

1

9 99
I Lev! Corduroys - Denims !
L
.
J
SHIRTS

OUTERWEAR

SAVE
20%

SAVE
30%

SHOES
SAVE
30%

PRINT SHIRTS - RUGBY SHIRTS

12."

ENTIRE Stock Reduced

Whatever career you choose,
the combination of a college
degree
and
an
officer's
commission will give you a big
head start.

Sweaters —

t.»,

For details on how you can
combine your college education
with a commission as an officer
in the U.S. Army contact
Captain
Tom
Whipple
at
372-2477.

$AVE TO

% PRICE

i
COATS
V2 Price

SPORT

Leisure Suits
Reduced

THE DEN

ARMY ROTC. LEARN
WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD

:#

-
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Shock troops sent as reinforcements

South Africa suffers losses
JOHANNESBURG,
South Africa (AP) - South
Africa announced yesterday
that a brigadier and five
other military men had been
killed in the fighting area
along the Angolan border four in a plane crash and
two from wounds suffered
in "action."
Defense headquarters in
Pretoria did not say-whether
the light plane crash was an
accident or the result of
military action.
The Soviet news agency
Tass reported yesterday that
South African forces had
suffered heavy losses near
several Angolan towns and
that a large contingent of
regular shock trooops had
been sent in to reinforce
them.
IN THE South African
_ . _
■
rlmClm

|
Strongsville Mayor John Pearce help* pick up garbage while the
III lily's service workers are on strike over union recognition (AP
Wirephoto)

Professor to lead panel
at African studies meeting
Dr. Ernest Champion,
assistant professor of ethnic
studies, has been invited by
the Canadian Association of
African Studies 10 serve as
chairman of its panel on

African Literature.
The conference is held
annually in Canada, and this
year it will convene Feb.
18-21 at the University of
Victoria, B.C. Scholars on

attention

FRESHMAN
AND
TRANSFER STUDENTS
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING
ACCEPTED FOR SPIRIT
AND TRADITIONS BOARD
PICK UP APPLICATIONS AT
405 STUDENT SERVICES

African studies worldwide
are slated to attend.
Dr. Champion will lead
the discussion on his paper.
"The Sinry of a Man and
His People:
A Critical
Analysis of ChiltUl Achebc's
Novel. Things Fall Apart."
CbuHM
Achcbc.
the
Nigerian
novelisi whose
book is the subject of
discussion, is considered to
lie one of the best writers in
modern Africa.
Dr. Champion's paper
first
was published by
Indiana State University in
the spring 1975 issue of the
Negro American Literature
Forum
In
addition.
Dr.
Champion is leaching an
Arts and Sciences 300
course this quarter entitled,
"The Novels of cftlnua
Achebe."

military, a brigadier is a
senior officer of rank falling
roughly
between
full
colonel
and
brigadier
general in the U.S. Army.
Others reported dead in the
crash were two captains and
a sergeant.
It was the largest toll
announced at once since
South African troops began
supporting National Union
(UNITA) forces fighting the
Soviet-backed
Popular
Movement (MPLA) faction
in the Angolan civil war.
The total South African
death toll since November is
now put at 24, plus three
listed as missing.
South Africa never says
specifically whether
the
casualties
result
from
fighting in Angola or from
action
against
black
nationalist
guerrillas
in

South-West
Africa,
the
territory
under
South
African control bordering
Angola.
French opposition was
reported yesterday to be
preventing
a
combined
campaign by the nine-nation
European Common Market
for the end of foreign
military intervention in the
former Portuguese colony.
Word of the split came from
West German officials as the
Bonn
govern men t
announced it had appealed
to a dozen African nations
to argue for the end of
foreign intervention and
establishment of a coalition
government
when
the
Organization
of African
Unity meets tomorrow.
THE
WEST
German
appeal parallels similar but

Starting
today
and
effective throughout the
remainder of the academic
year, sign-up for non-school
schedules will be from 2-3
p.m. on Wednesdayi.
Sign-up
for
school
schedules will be from 4-5
p.m. on Thursdays. Sign-up
will be held on the second
(loor
of
the
Student
Services Building, and a
siandaid placement data
sheet must be turned in for
each
organization
with
which the interviewee Is
signing up.

BUSINESS
Jan. 20

Armstrong
Cork
(citizenship
required)-Sales/marketing position:
B/business, liberal arts.
Eastman
Kodak
Co.
(permanent residence visa or
citizenship
required)—
Pr ogr ammer/analyst
/systems design: B/comp.
sci.. info, systems. Applied
math.
forecasting
and
planning, quality control.
II ■m.i i h .
statistics.
Distribution systems, sales:
B selling
and
sales
management.
Hobart
Manufacturing
Corp.
(citizenship
required)--Accounting
trainee: B/accounting.
Jan 21

S.S.
Kreage -Retail
management trainee: B/any
major

Armstrong

above.

Cork-See

Eastman Kodak Co -See
above.
Central
National
Bank-Branch management
trainee:
B/any
business
discipline.
Operations
trainee: B/ any business
discipline.
Commercial
lending
officer
dev.
program: MBA's only.
Kaufman's
(citizenship
required)--Executivc trainee
in retailing: B/business or
liberal arts.
Jan. 22
Coca Cola Co.-Computer
science/systems:
B/M
computer
science, info,
systems mktg:
(bottling
sales
oper.)
B/salcs
management.
Detroit Bank and Trust
(citizenship
required)--

Classifieds get results

\
MONTY'S
I Beauty Salon
NOW PLAYING AT CINEMA STADIUM I
tVENINGS AT 7:15 9:1b
ADULTS»1.25
CHILD$1.00
NO STUDENT NIGHT OR BARGAIN MAT.
SORRV NO PASSES

INTRODUCING A FULL LINE OF

redkin
products

O^

131 W.WOOSTER
352-2611

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT IN
STADIUM CINEMA II ONLY -ADMISSION
$1.25 WITH STUDENT I.D.

CINEMA n

NOW PLAYING
EVENINGS AT

7:15-9:15

"A HAYLOFT SEDUCTION...
THAT MUST STAND AS ONE
OF THE MORE AROUSING
SEX SCENES IN RECENT
PERMISSIVE YEARS
.... |

<i

ALL $i
SEATS
. m««t*i .

EVENINGS AT
7:15-9:15

AKnBu»aifun

trainees:
Management
B/business.
General Telephone Co. of
Ohio-Staff accountant: B
or
M/bus.
admin.Accounting.
Staff
management trainee: B or
M bus. admin.
Manufacturer's National
Bank
(citizenship
required)--Branch
officer
trainees:
B/business.
Commercial credit analyst:
MBA.
Junior
auditor:
B/acctg.
Junior
programmer: B/com. sci.,
info, systems.
GOVERNMENT
Jan. 21
National Labor Relations
Board
(citizenship
required)--Labormanagcnient
relations
examiner: B/any major with
24
hours
in
one or
combination
of
labor
relations,
industtial
reTStlons, pers. admin . Tins
admin., econ. labor, econ..
labor law, poli. sci., acctg..
pre-law.
SCHOOLS

Jan. 21
Cleveland
Board
of
Education-All areas except
elementary speech therapy,
languages and social studies.
Harlingen
Schools
(llarlingen. Ie\ ) All areas
except
social
studies/
history.
Montgomery Co. Public
Schools (Rockville. Mil .
permanent residence visa
required)--Math: 7-12, earth
science:
Sth
grade,
geography: 7-8th spec, ed.:
SLD, TMR. ED. industrial
ed.: 7-12. reading: 1-12 MA.
Spanish/French,
math/science.
English/
history.
Jan. 22
Cleveland
Board
of
Education-See above.
Montgomery Co. Public
Schools-See above.
East Allen Co. Schools
(New Haven, Ind.F-SpeciaJ
education.'EMU. 1 D,inuuT
arts,.science combinations:
(physics, chemistry), math,
women's
physical
education.

An Old Fraternity With
A New Beginning

Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity is now in the
process of finding a group of men inlerested
in continuing the fine traditions of Beta Eta
Chapter here at B.G.S.U. The chapter will be
graduating most
of its membership,
presenting this unique opportunity for you
to join an established fraternity and yet be
able to build your own new chapter as well.
Why just join a Fraternity
when you can build your own!

ZBT
Old Fraternity Row
For info call 2-4920
Wed. 7p.m. ■ try us out - refreshments
Thur. 8 p.m. - film festival - refreshments
Please stop by anytime!

STABCinQ QOQtiB DALTKY

N Y r,m»*

Tass,
monitored
in
Moscow, said the "national
army
of the
People's
Republic of Angola" had
launched an offensive on
nearly all fronts. It said
South African troops had
suffered heavy losses.

NOW PLAYING

CLA-IFl

"THE SEXUAL PASSAGES
ARE CLEARLY THE POINT

U.N.
Secretary-General
Kurt
Waldheim
also
announced Tuesday that
"any foreign intervention in
Angola should be stopped."

SEVERAL
thousand
Cuban troops are reported
to
be
assisting
the
Soviet-backed MPLA, and a
third group, the National
Front (FNLA) has received
U.S. money and supplies.

ZBT

WELCOMES YOU INTO
THE NEW YEAR

j\

Though the West German
government
would
not
reveal
the
differences
between France and her
Common Market partners,
other sources in Bonn said
one problem was France"s
refusal
to
heed
West
German and British requests
to halt weapons exports to
the embattled country on
the southwest coast of
Africa.

Though South Africa says
officially only that it has
men in Angola to protect a
hydro-electric project it is
financing just inside the
Angolan border, there are
reported
to be several
thousand
men
helping
UNITA.

Placement interview sign-ups slated

*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

I

separate appeals for peace in
Angola from Washington
and
London
and
was
received
positively
by
African governments, the
Bonn sources said.

"ARIENE TIGER...
A WELL-ENDOWED BODY
WHICH SHE KEEPS ON
THROBBING DISPLAY
THROUGHOUT."

N v Po»r

CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT
OF AEROSPACE STUDIES ROOM
164 MEMORIAL HALL
PHONE 352-6917

NIKI'SBOOTERY
SEMI-ANNUAL WINTER CLEARANCE
SALE
women s
originally s19."->32. 99

.ornate,
IRY GROSS PrtMflM

■■

'animal

NOW •IS."
It out-Tommys'TOMMy"

mens
originally J29.95 - HO.00

NOW

'20."
phone

Totally female I Totally animall

352-0525

MUM TWER • IPANAVISKW AND C0L0RI
From the Company that brought You'lNGA'and TANNY HILL"
•.

«X)0( "'.....

o

■■•■•

-.

'■'

3£

SI SMOIIM 1

§
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Let it snow
Let it snow
Ll

Pajt 8/The BG Ncwi, Wednesday, January 7,1976

Whan Thnft> Shopping
is a t'leasurr

Great Scot
ItllNOl ' IOOO MOIIi

IF YOUR REFRIGERATOR
NEEDS A REFILL.
YOU'LL FIND ALL
YOUR GROCERY NEEDS
AT GREAT SCOT!

Thli
armored
1944
Mercedes
used
by
Hermann Goerinf on
bouit. I for $160,000.1
Sunday'! Kruae Clank
Auction Co.'l annual
clastic auto aale in
Scoltadale. Ariz. The
car
includea
a
mine-proof
floor,
bullet-proof wheeli and
windows and one-inch
armor plate on the
doors. (AP Wirephoto)

ABORTION

$125"
TOLL »RIf 9 4 HI 1C .,
I 800«38 I'lO

HOW DOES
$
57.50*
SOUND?

1

W

■ML& A

COlD

MIDICINI

««4S

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Sir. in Hindi
6 Place to swim
10 N'Djamena's
14
15
16
17

country
Texas shrine
French cleric
Yorkshire river
Former first
lady

20 "
live and
breathe!"
21 Inscribed

22 Politician's
concern
23
24
26
29
33
34
36
36
37

Silvers
Stir
Insect
Party member
"It's
unusual day
Bit of land
Live oak
Relating to
ships: Abbr.
Thing Home-

times raised
40 Certain streets
Abbr.
41 Street in 51
Across
43 "
may look
at a king"
44 A Ford
46 Edna Ferber
novel
48 Adaslra
per
49 Fishing gear

o?97c TRAC II RAZORS

-..- Deluxe 2 bdrm

$

23

66 Mademoiselle
67 Type of farm

known

it Laundry fee in bldg
..

4 "Am
brother's keeper?"
5 Quail
6 Made by word
of mouth: Law.
7 Yr.
aervt-

Ample parking

ft Outdoor gas grills

KOOL KRISP PRODUCE

64 LikeEUzabeth
65 Bird

DOWN

..- Furnished

LISTERINE

62 Inter
63 32 Down was
one

1 Camera's
relative
2 Sad word
3 "
but

(i Central heat Et air
ANIIS1PIIC

50 Suffix with ego
and modem
51 Ancient port
of Rome
54 Unworthy of
56 Bad: PieHx
59 Henry James
novel: Phrase

For Information Call
353.62*3

CRISPY GREEN

8 Bit of bric-abrac: Phrase
9 One of 13 Popes
10 Prince Philip,
for example
11 Bohemian religious reformer
12 Without
(penniless!
13 Sand hill. Brit
18 Greek goddess

Hampton House
70S /Kill
'per person

ABORTION

19

martyr
30 Rub out
31 Negative of a
sort
32 Electrical
inventor
34 Texan of tall
tales

38 Scotland for one
39 In a certain
direction
42 New Jersey
river
45 Certain refugees: Abbr.
47 Surf sound
48 Dating phrase
50 "
a Parade"
51 Gem

52 Song by one
53 Song by three
55 And elsewhere:
Abbr.
56 Famous three
57 Jewish month
58 Poet of Shakespeare's day
60 Peer's
mother
61 Meadow

PREVIOUS FIZZLE

nor hair

23 Parts of qte.
26 "
bein
England

Slarlinn Rule
SI2.r,

26 Frentied
27 Violin maker
28 Nine: Let
29 First British

1-211( rr/.' ph'gllUllcy

tvrmimted h\
l.iicnsiil tlyiH'i'tilogitl

i . i

PSI

m

VIIIJM AMI A

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

I Nl ', I l A, i, i I il •. .iM
" 111! II** Tl

(

KNIIJIII S

* MKAIOHUR, we
coma OF THAI
emmme CHAKMAN/ktSOUmiY

Vallt'ollrvt
800362-1205
2-1 IIOl RSKRVICK

HC JVSTASSm&IH&Z
MMS 50METHIN6IKXS6UIAR ABOUT MY RNANCtS,
Amiset>Mtor-BeiH6
ON -me me, ANP
THIN JUSTSHtUmP

>/>

tiji

neuw.MAc-

AKTHUK, THINGS
Axe peTex/atATIN6 FAST IN THIS
TVUH-THATUJASA

ommetpmtHcei

NOT TO

i HAv&rr me

MenWN

FAINTEST IPeA

CALL!

TAUCM6ABOUT.

Aciose

KHOrnxiKe

iw

Keepsake'
There is no finer
diamond ring.
Onls ihr tint**! gem JutnonJ*
hear ihc rumc kcrpulr Your
KivpijLf di.tmimj i* ptrr m-mrntlv
ri-tfiiirtrd jnd piou, tcl
•again*! k*M

~<m>~ CLASSIFIED "W,
313 Thurstin 6 p.m. Wed.
Jan 14 or call 352-7534.

CAMPUS CALENDAR
BGSU Veterans Club meeting Wayne Rm„ Union, 7 p.m.
LOST AND FOUND
Bl. billfold Ad. Bldg. or
near. Keep money, please
return
content.
319
R odgers.
2-5249.
REWARD.
■IUIWA1IR
HELP WANTED

SMORGASPAC

STEAKETTES

•«

Needed babysitter. 831 7th
pt. 4. Hrs. Mon. & Wed.
trom 11:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Tues. & Thur. trom 11:30
a.m. to 1:30. Contact at
above address.

NISTII SCMOCOIATI

FRIED CHICKEN ....! $1" QUIK

.

.u.$1"

OVEN FRESH KITCHEN CREATIONS
ROT PEPfEB CHEESE
FOOTBALL LOAF
n 89* COLESLAW

otlAl ICO" COUPON OOOO 'H«OVOH i^O
lAMUMTM l*T«
^
•MIM IHI|

£

G»IA1 SCOT COUPON

*'VN

.u.89*
>■ 59*

^# OW
# ^Vtjy

1616 E. WOOSHR ST., B.G.

HOURS:
MON.4FRI. 9:30-8

OWN DAUT • A.rH-MIO.
SUNDAY 10 ».»-•>"*■

TUES. - WED. -THURS

SHORTENING

SWIFTNING

I

WTfM THIS OMAT
G»IAT SCOT COUPON. ■=*
WITH
OOOOTHROUOHJI
OOOOTH«OUOH
JAN. 11, 1*7*.

fJB*B***wM

Great Scot
,S^rX^^.«lL'"*

9:30-5.30
SAT. 9:30-S

WANTED

Teke Little Sisses • Thanks
for the Great Breakfast ■ at
6 a.m. - "Teke is definitely
Unique"- The Brothers.
Appalachian
Trail
backpacking mini course 1
credit or noncredit sign-up
for PER 100 5777 or PER
200
5778
for noncredit
sign-up at UAO office.
You're kidding, Mags, what
a stitch!! You in WHO'S
WHO. We're proud and we
love you.
Congrats from
Chapman Gardens.

Need
immediately,
10
people
with
pleasant
personalities
&
speaking
voice for easy & interesting
work.
Morn.
& eve hrs.
Opportunity
for
advancement. Apply at 143
E. Wooster. Office between
McCartys
Realty
&
Drs.
Office.

1 m. to sub. in 2-bdrm. apt.
$56/mo. util. pd. 352-3353.

WFAL

Need 2 f. rmmts. sprg. qtr.
1st St. Apts. 352-5332.

FOR SALE

1 f. rmt. needed win/spr.
$66/mo. 352-1331.

Paris Sport 10 speed $90.
802 6th Street Apt. 5.

PERSONALS

TEAC 360 S Cassette JUC
Quad
Ampt.
420W
2
Pioneer
speakers
CX
63
DL's. Best offer. Will sell
pieces separate. 802 6th
Street, Apt. 5.

is

looking

for

creative
artists
to
do
illustrating for promotional
material and advertising. If
you're
interested
call
2-2195
during
business
hours and leave your name
and number.

1-2 f. rmt. needed 4 nice
apt:
pool,
own
rm.,
reasonable. 352-3036.

BGSU Ski club meeting at 7
p.m. tonight in 112 Life
Science. Balance for Schuss
Mt. '.rip dJJ. Mavto will be
shown.

Yamaha
Rec.
speakers. 352-2481
p.m.

fisher
after 4

RAIN FOREST new plant
shop
featuring
many
unusual plants. 190 F South
Main St. in the MimMall
70 MGB GT overdrive wire
wheels.
Stereo
372-2681
days. 68G-5020 evenings.
10 x 40 Mobile Home next
to
campus.
Ideal
for
students or married couple.
$2,300
or
best
offer.
1-422-6611.
FOR RENT

Hey Marci, What'd you get?
Need f.
$50/mo.
p.m.

rmmte. own rm.
352-7740 after 5

The Plant Lady has the
pleasure of offering 2 plant
classes beginning Jan. 21st.

Lindon's
now
open
24
hours,
breakfast
special
$1.90
served
anytime.
Lindon's Rest. 440 E. Court
across rr. tracks from Adm.
Bldg.

First
one
is
called
"Introduction to Plant Life
In The Home" (learning the

Vol. work with EMR. TMR.
tutoring, recreation meet at

SERVICES OFFERED

PHONE 353 - 6691

basics of plant care). Second
Class-"The Creative Side of
Plant
Life"
(constructint
terrariums. bonsai, macrame
hangers and more. All class
participates can receive 30%
discount on all plants and
supplies tor the class or you
can bring your own. Pick up
a description of the classes
at the shop. 102'.- N. Main
St. or call Karen Kinsley.
The
Plant
Lady
at
352-1809.
■

Books 20% off. Clay pots &
saucers from 12 cents to
$12.00. Lots more. Open
10-6 Mon. thru Sat. Thur.
until 9 p.m. 102V7 N. Main.

Congratulations
on
your
Sigma Nu-KD "Call it what
you Like" pre-engagement.
Been Bowling Lately. Bob?

WELCOME BACK! Sale at
the
Plant
Lady. Dracena
Marginata 6" pot $3.99.
Staghorn Ferns $4.99. Plant

House for rent. Close to
campus. Come see at 836
Third St. B.G.
Single rm. for female across
from campus avail, now. Ph.
352-7365.
One person to share house
with male. Call 352-8215
after 5.

Houses 4 apts. for summer
&. fall 1976-77. Preferred
Properties
352-9378
&
3526248.
Thurstin Manor has apts. to
sublet. 352-5435.

'■:
S
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College football needs playoff
Editor'i note: The following is the first of a two-part series
on the NCAA college football playoff plan as an alternative
to the present bowl system

No. I ranked Ohio State got thorned by UCLA on New
Year's Day in the Rose Bowl and enabled No. 2 Oklahoma,
following an Orange Bowl victory over Michigan, to capture
the national crown.
The identical situation occurred last season when Notre
Dame upset No. 1 Alabama in the Sugar Bowl and then No.
3 USC nipped No. 2 Ohio State. So who won the antional
title-USC. of course.

By BUEatep
Assistant Sports Editor
Have you ever heard of the National Collegiate Athletic
Assocation (NCAA) water polo championships'1
That's right, water polo-just one of 15 NCAA sanctioned
playoffs that determine a national champion each year for
Division I competitors.
Skiing, volleyball, fencing and gymnastics also are
included among the 15. but how is our prestigous national
collegiate football champion decided?
THE PIGSKIN KING is chosen annually by the United
Press International coaches poll and the Associated Press
writers poll-those scribes that Woody Hayes so dearly
loves-following the completion of the bowl games.
But for the second straight season we've let a game of
gridiron dominos bowl us over en route to the ultimate
decision on a national champ.

Sound confusing? It is, and under the present structure,
all bowl games do is eliminate the possibility for a "true"
national champion.
THE BOWLS GIVE conferences and schools an
opportunity to garner big chunks of money. In addition,
they also present collegiate football with immense national
exposure at a time when it is in direct competition with the
National Football League playoffs for the pigskin audience.
Every bowl game, ranging from the "granddaddy" Rose
to the "lowly" Peach, attracts a television audience and the
attractive revenue that goes with it.
That's where Mid-American Conference (MAC)

commissioner Fred Jacoby said the biggest discrepency in
playoff play exists.
"With a playoff system, I think the TV interest would
diminish." Jacoby said. "The three major net*orks-and by
that I mean NBC. CBS. and ABC-produce great revenue. I
think the major networks would become less interested."
Even though many schools have voiced opposition to a
playoff plan because of the loss of money, ABC-TV is ready
to negotiate with the NCAA for the rights to a playoff
series.
ABC reportedly would throw S4 million into a college
contract that already pays the NCAA $18 million a year
under the new |07b-77 pact.

Gropplers snap string
By Terry Goodman
Staff Writer
Bowling Green's wrestlers
decided to end fall quarter
and 1975 with a bang.
That bang came on the last
day of finals week as the
Falcons soundly whipped
Western Michigan, 30-17, in
Kalamazoo. Mich.
The triumph brought
BG's record to 1-2 after
opening defeats to John
Carroll
(32-15)
and
Cincinnati (21-17). But even
more import int was the fact
that two humiliating losing
streaks were snapped.
BEFORE BEATING the
Broncos. BG had lost nine
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) bouts in a row and

had dropped 18 straight
contests
against
major-college competition.
Freshman
Jay
Liles
triggered the Falcons in Ms
118-pound match with
Bronco Dennis Jones. Jones,
also a freshman. was favored
since he was a prep
all-American. Jones' high
schoool mark
was
a
remarkable 105-13-2.
But it was Liles who was
remarkable as he pinned
Jones in 5:56.
"It could have gone
either way." Liles said. "At
that time the match was
tied, but I had a point riding
time. Then I caught him
with a cradle."
It was that maneuver that
enabied the Findlay native
to flatten Jones and get the

young Falcons oil to a good
start.
"I
REALLY
didn't
know how good he was just that he was a
freshman." Liles said. 'It's
always good to stait the
team out with a win."
Heavyweight
Jeff
Polhemus matched Liles'
effort to give BG a strong
finish. Owning the best
individual record on the
club
at
3-0.
the
250-pounder closed out the
win when his opponent
couldn't
answer
the
second-period hell.
In his previous two bouts,
Polhemus pinned foes in a
combined time of 2:06
In the middle weights.
Bill Frazier (134), Joe
Kosch (142) and Rick Kopf

Gymnasts look ahead
After passing a pre-season
test against Ball State
University
(BSU) with
Dying
colors.
Bowling
Green's women gymnasts
art preparing for a tough
schedule.
And the outlook for the
rest of the season is good,
according to gymnastic
coach Charles Simpson.
"Last month's meet with
Ball State was important as
far as determining how
ready
we
were
for
competition," Simpson said.
"We came through with our
second highest score since
I've been here. Our regulars

came through and oiu new
girls' routines looked good."

Marty
Wacker.
top
Falcon vaulter last year,
copped a first place in
vaulting with 8.25. BG
swept floor exercise with
Kelly lenharl in the lead
(8.05). followed by Thetesa
lloovei and fieshman Malia
May who tied for second at
7.50. Robin Howerton. a
newcomer to gymnastics,
finished fourth at 7.40.

THE FALCONS nipped
BSU 85,55-80.10 in their
first meet of the season and
their first meet under a new
rules system.
Captain Karen Glenn led
BG as she captured first in
uneven bars (7.30). first in
balance beam (8.00). and
thiid in vaulting (7.35).
"I was very impressed
with Karen's performance,"
Simpson said. "She worked
haid all summer and the
results were good."

"We're strong, maybe
even stronger than last
year." Simpson said. "I
think that with a lot of hard
work, we'll have a very good
season."

(150) have been the most
successful grapplers.
Veterans Frazier and
Kosch stand at 2-1 along
with liles. while Kopf is
unbeaten after a lone
victory at Western Michigan.
The Falcons will attempt
to piece together another
fine show Saturday when
Miami invades at 2 p.m.

MONEY IS ALWAYS the concern in these days of
financial demise, but we're letting the dollar bill get in the
way of top-flight competition.
As former UST football coach and athletic director John
McKay said last year, "Money isn't everything. The kids
don't get the money anyway and they make it all possible."
But. you say. the MAC affiliation with the Tangerine
Bowl must he a profitable one. Well, figures from Jacoby
don't bear this contention out.
According to Jacoby. excluding this year's game. 1973
was the only year that the loop turned a profit from the
game.
"Two years ago. in 1973 when we played Florida, we
made money, roughly 530.000 above exnenses," he said.
"That was split among the confeience members. Every
other year we've broken even in the money teceived above
expenses."
The MAC is just one of six conferences that have tieups
with howl games. The others include the Pacific Eight and
Big Ten (Rose), Big Fight (Orange), Southwest (Cotton)
and Western Athletic (Fiesta).

APPALACHIAN TRAIL
BACK PACKING

Per 100 Sec. 5777

Per 200 Sec. 5778

MARCH 20-28

Hike 60 miles through Georgia
JAN. 15 ORIENTATION MEETING
COST »55 OVER ACTIVITY FEE
INSTRUCTOR DAVID WILLIAMS

TAKE THAT 1474 Sugai Bowl as an example, when
Alabama's Bear Bryant and Notre Dame's Ara Parsegian
arranged the matchup over the telephone. Or this year's
Sugai contest, when Bryant handpickcd Penn State as his
team's opponent.
There are obviously legitimate arguments-hoth pro and
con-for the playoff play, hut it looks as though the NCAA
finally will take some action on the proposal next week.
The football title proposal will be among 225
amendments to be considered at the NCAA's Third Special
and 70th annual convention, which begins next Wednesday
in St. Louis.
The playoff plan is scheduled to he delegated and
eventually voted upon, but the outcome still looks dismal
for the acceptance of a national championship game for
1976.

BUT THESE obligations rarely provide for an interesting
matchup.

I BRING YOUR OWN t
*
MUG atPARTY
t
*
*
*
*

SIGMA NU
7:30 - ?

Wed. - Jan. 7

I

*

r**********************<
HOWDY PODNERS!

MINI COURSE

In the entire history of the bowls, only nine games hat*
pitted unbeaten and untied teams against each other. And
only three bowl contests in the last 10 years have matched
the No. I and No. 2 teams.
The 1174 Sugai Bowl, which featured No. 1 Alabama
and No. 2 Notre Dame, was the last such game. Before the
1972 Orange Bowl (No. I Nebraska vs. No. 2 Alabama) and
the 1069 Rose Bowl (No. I I'SC vs No. 2 Ohio State), you
have to go back to the 1104 Cotton Bowl (No. I Texas vs.
No. 2 Navy) to find a similar match.
Bowl games like these OCCUI with as much frequency ai
Woody Hayes conducting a lengthy press conference
following a Rose Bowl loss. They happen with a lot of luck
and cooperation between a couple of friendly coaches.

$ WEDNESDAY IS $

Army ROTC.
It's more than $100
a month.
Most young men and woman don't participate In Army
ROTC lust lor the $100 a month they eirn during their
last two years of college.
It probably Isn't even the convenience of earning a
degree and a commission at the tame time, or serving their
country *•> an Army officer.
The real reason is what Army ROTC leadership
development win do lor them in any career they choose.
This is hard for young men and women to realize until
It happens. This Is why we hope that you will consider
Army ROTC and the Military Science Program at Bowling
Green State University.
During the
winter Quarter the Military Science
Department win offer three sections of MS 102 and a
special section of MS 101. So, in case you missed us
during the Fall Quarter its still not too late to Learn What
'I JtKes to Lead in Army ROTC.
For further Information on the Army ROTC program
contact the Military Science Department at 372-2477 or
stop In and see Captain Tom Whippie in Room 157 of
Memorial Hell.

DOLLAR DAY
******** ****+********+
QUARTER POUND

HAMBURGER
PLATTER

Try a Quarter Pound of handmolded freshly ground beef
on a toasted sesame seed bun
with Cowboy Fries and crisp
Cole Slaw.

HELP YOURSELF
TO THE FIXIN'S
1616E.WOOSTER

OPEN
SUN —THURS
FRI —SAT

4:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
4:30 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.

$1.00

30 MINUTE DELIVERY

300 L W00STER

352-5221

2741 W00DVILLE RD

I0WUNG GREEN

T01ED0

The Dornino People are Pizza People,
period.

FAMILY
RESTAURANT

Saddle UP for

Roy Rogers

Family Restaurant.
WE'VE "BEEFED UP" OUR
CHUCK WAGON TO SERVE
YOU FASTER & BETTER!

Good Only,
January 7,1976

737 S. Main

'WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS1
352-8639

Arm? ROTC

Cold Beer - Wine - Champagne

South Side Six
Carry Our

OPEN
9 am - 11 p.m. Weekdays 6 Sunday
9 am - 12 pm Friday & Saturday

Falcons, Chips in cage tussle tonight
No championship at stake this time;
Poor shooting causes 3-6 BG mark
By Dick Rces
Sports Editor
The last lime Central Michigan University's (CMU)
basketball Icam visited Anderson Arena. (lie Chippcwasand
the Falcons battled for the Mid-American Conference
(MAC) championship.
The date was March X. 1975, and CMU left as litlisls,
hiving defcaied Bowling Green. WHO. in a thrilling
overtime tussle In the final game of lasl year's regular
season.
The Chips make their return lo the local hoop house
tonight, but the stakes are slightly differcm.
TIP-OFF is set for 7:30 p.m. as the Falcons, spoiling a
3-6 record, will attempt lo capture their first league win
after opening their MAC slate with a 67-57 loss to Western
Michigan Saturday night.
The Chips are having ihcir problems loo. Coach Dick
Parfitl's quintet is 4-5 overall and 0-1 in league play, having
lost Saturday lo Ohio University. Hft-74.
Both squads have undergone extensive personality
changes, with current professional performers Dan
Roundficld and Jim McF.lroy missing from the Chips' rosier
and old slandbys Cornelius Cash and Jeff Montgomery gone
from the flallands.
Jusl like lasl season. BG and CMU appear lo be in the
same boal. But this lime around, ihe Iwo teams aien'l
bdnafide conlenders. Instead, they're fighting for
respectability.
THE CHIPPEWAS are hauling bad cases of inconsistenl
scoring and rebounding. All five of their losses have come
on the road.
The Falcons' main problem in recent games has been
shooting. BG's 40 per cnel field goal norm and 63 per cent
free throw mark arc holh Ihc league's worsl.

"OUR SHOOOTING percentage is burying us, but it's
jusl something that happens," BG coach Pal Haley said
yesterday. "I have confidence, however, thai well come
out of il and il won't be a problem any more."
Haley, who has seen his learn lose ils lasl four outings,
said thai despile poor shooting, oilier facets of the Falcons'
game have been fine.
Answering the starting gun tonight will be sophomore
Ron Hammye and senior Andre Richardson in the posl
positions, junior Dan Hipsher and senior John Arnold on
Ihe wings and junior Tommy Harris al Ihc point.
Hammye is the only player on BG's roster who played in
thai title-deciding contest lasl year and he admits the
atmosphere will be much different.
"They (CMU) were a lot better last year, and they had
Roundfield and we had Cash and there was kind of a bailie
between them," Hammye said. "Now. il jusl seems like
another league game that we have lo win. But lasl year,
because of the championship, il was extra-special."
THE ONLY returning starter from last year's squad.
Hammye had one of his finest games against the Chippcwas
in Ihal classic battle Often going against the ama/.ing Icaper
Roundficld, Hammye had 19 points and 10 rebounds.
"It's nothing like lasl year, bul I think we'll be ready,"
Ihc 6-9 youngster said. "Things haven't been going good for
us. bul we've been playing as a team.
"We've been gelling open shots, bul we've jusl been
missing too many." Hammye added. "Tommy (Harris) has
been carrying the load mostly the lasl couple of games. We
jusl need someone else to support him."
HARRIS HAS indeed been carrying the scoring burden
for the Falcons. In his lasl three games, ihc junior college
transfer has averaged 27 points and has shot 55 per cent
from Ihc field and 100 per cent from the line.

• * •
The Falcon junior varsity (2-2) will match hoops with
Tiffin University in tonight's preliminary game al 5:15 p.m.
Falcon Ron Hammye (35) exhibits his defensive form against Western Michigan.

Skaters beat Irish
By Bill Estep
Assistant Sports Editor
Falcon goalie Mike Luit
received
his
birthday
present a few hours early
last night as the Falcon
hockey squad dealt Noire
Dame a 5-0 non-league
defeat before 2.932 Ice
Arena fans.
Lull, who turned 20
today, recorded 30 saves in
net en route to garner his
27th career win and first
ever shutout. His career
victories thus breaks the
previous BG record of 2t>
held
by
Paul
Galaski
(1969-72)
and
Terry
Miskolczi (1969-73).

THE
SHUTOUT, the
Falcons' first since a 14-0
win over McMaslei in the
19th game of last season,
diopped the 12th ranked
(KPIL poll) Irish's season
record to 9-7-1.
The Falcons, now 9-2-1
on Ihe season, opened up a
2-0 lead in a first period
thai featured some furious
checking
and
staunch
defensive play by both
squads.
Freshman center Tom
Newton nellcd the initial
score at the 14:31 mark
after he stole the puck from
a pair of Irish defenders al
Ihe bluelmc. The Uxbridge.
Out.
native
skated
in

unassisted on Ihe breakaway
and his flip shot heal Noire
Dame goalie John Pelerson.
Dave BastOfl drove his
wrisl shol pasl Peterson on
his slick side al 17:49, only
eight seconds after Notre
Dame's Bnan Walsh went to
the penally box on a high
slicking infrictkm,
THE POWER play score
was ihe Falcons 21st of the
season. Assisls on Faslon's
fillh goal ol the ycai wenl
to John Mavity and Bryon
Shutt.
Bowling Green struck
again in the middle penod
on ils second powei play
KOte of the night to extend
the lead lo 3-0.

Canadian trek success
for Falcon ice squad
By Dan Garfield
Assistant Sports Editor
Santa Claus delivered his
Christmas gills early to the
Falcon icers. The "prince of
presents" gave Ihe Falcons
last-minute game-saving tie
with Western Ontario 5-5.
before bestowing one of the
biggest wins in BG history, a
5-3 trumph over Toronto
University.
While both games were
played on the visitors' ice.
the Toronto game had
special significance since
almost half of the Falcon
team calls Toronto and the
surrounding aiea 'home'.
IN
THE
TIE
with
Western
Ontario played
Dec. 13, the Falcons were
playing with two handicaps:
having
to
play
under
Canadian rules (with the red
line offsides) and having to
take on the Mustangs after a
week of little practice due
to final examinations here.
BG coach Ron Mason
said
the
BG
forces
conquered the Canadian

rule handicap well bul "we
ran out «>l gas."
"I thought we should
have won. We were up 3-0."
Mason said. "We had a few
players who were sick Ihal
week and exams hurt our
practice tune. To get a lie
was
.ill
right.
Out
powerplay helped us." he
added.
Defenseman John Mavity
scored two goals and Sieve
Murphy and John Markell
added one tally a piece.
Freshman Tom
Newton
scored a goal and one assist
while center Mark Wells
added Ihree assisls in Ihe
lie.
TORONTO'S
rich
championship
tradition,
with
seven
Canadian
national titles in ihe pasl
decade, didn'l seem
to
tarnish the hopes for a BG
win on Dec. 15.
Led by the newly dubbed
"Toronto
Connection",
Mike Hartman Jack Laine
and Paul Titanic (all on the
same line) scored Ihree BG
goals and added seven assists
in leading BG to a 5-3 win

over the top-ranked team in
Canada.
llarlman,
who
was
blanked in the Western
Ontario game, added one
goal and four asisls In
bringing his team-leading
total lo 30 points (15 goals
and 15 assisls) this season.
The big play of the game
was by goalie Mike Liut.
The junior netminder. who
lied a club record for most
wins by a goalie (26)
slopped a one-on-one shot
by
a
Toronto
skater.
Teammate
Byron
Shutt
[hen scored an empty-net
goal to ice the game for BG.
LIUT finished the game
with 28 saves as both squads
shot poorly al the nel. BG
got off 24 shots on ihe net
while Toronto gathered 31.
"Toronto was a much
better team than Western."
Mason said. "J think the
thing thai helped us was we
were more used to the
Canadian rules." he said.
"We got down 1-0, but
we hung in there and won.
Liut stopped a breakaway
and that was a big break for
us," he said.

Brown happy with retirement plans
CINCINNATI
(AP) -"It's no big deal." sa'id Paul
Brown of his NewYear's
Day
brief
retirement
announcement that lefl his
team in a state of surprise.
"It was the way I wanted to
doit."
But he said "it wasn't
easy." Brown's decision to
end his 41-year coaching

career was influenced by the
Cincinnati Bengals' coming
of age as a National
Football League power.
"WE HAVE il all going
now," said the 67-year-old
coach who will remain as
general manager of the new
franchise after he built an
NFL dynasty at Cleveland
25 years ago.

Brown
dropped
a
bombshell New Year's Day
when he announced he was
turning over
the head
coaching
reins
to his
longtime
assistant
Bill
Johnson.
He will continue in the
post as general manager of
the eight year-old dub
which concluded its best
season with an 11-3 record.

Before Ihe Irish could
clear Ihe puck down the ice
after
defenseman
Dave
Bossy went lo ihc box on
an
elbowing
call,
the
"Toronto Connection" ol
center Mike llarlman and
wingeis Paul Titanic and
Jack Lain* scored ils 26th
goal of the campaign as a
tandem.
Hartmitl'l rebound of a
Titanic shot in Ihc goal
create hit the top of the
posl and slipped Into the
net In the smallest of
margins.
Defenseman John Mavity
added a pair ol power play
scores in the third period.
The sophomore rcare.u.iKl
scored al 11:21 from John
Markell and Lasion and al
IK:22 from Mark Wells and
Shut l.
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IM BASKETBALL officials are needed. Rales of pay is
$2 a game. Application cards are available al the IM office.
201 Memorial Hall. A special rules clinic for all officials is
sel foi 4 p.m.. Jan. 15 in 202 Memorial Hall.

Think orange.

A NEW BEGINNING
?? WHY ??
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FALCON COACH Mickey Cochranc also announced that
Cabalka was named lo the all-Ohio first learn and is eligible
for possible all-Midwest and ill-American honors.

:

►♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦•

-ii , WANl "

11 HOW ??

Senior Sieve Cabalka. Uicapl.im ol the Falcon soccer
team, has been named the outstanding defensive playei in
Ohio by the Ohio Collegiate Soccci Association
Cabalka. an Edina, Minn, native, is Ihe second Howling
Gieen player in Ihe last three years to win the prestigious
Carl Dale Memorial Award. Formei Falcon Dave Dyminski
won ihe award two years ago

Entries for inliamural basketball and independent
hockey are now available from fraternity and resident hall
athletic chairmen. Entries are due Jan. 13. Only coded
resident hall entries will be accepted and off-campus teams
will be taken on a first-come, first-served basis. Play will
begin Jan. 20.

i
IH

Cabalka honored

Intramural notes

i

MR| AOIAHl I GOAI S

' DO I GE1 DEPRESSED"
.! AM I SO E RuSt HA |

?? HOW ??
I TOOVERCO"1
' ' M0TIV a.Tt MYSELF
.! m IMIIS i • i • mi
FOI

How to tell your friends
vou're taking Army ROTC.
Firs! of all there's no I easotl
In lx' defensive .ilxnil it Ix'Cause
Army ROTC Iwsu l<>i <•! :i<xxl
things going foi it. So you might
•.t;n I liv It'll ill); VOIII Ii lends iliat
you're under lit) military obligation VOIII First two years ol
the program.
Then go'in to iiH'iiiiou ili.ii
il you do deride '<> lake llic Final
two veins, vou'll iK'caminir, S11Mi
.i month, up lolen months a year,
[ell lliein ii mils, lakes about
!l to ") hour* ;i week. And ;it most
schools that's the only lime yon
have to wear u uniform.
And tell them no matter
what you d« ide, you'll have
background in practical leadership iluu will give you ;i better
chance at almost any career.
It'll them thai maybe ihcv
jusi ought tolakea look at ii
themselves,
'ARMY ROTC. LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.'

Un v ••(■ ask these questions nl yourself, without receiving a satistartmy answer? II
are contused about these subjects or others we olfei ynu ppace nl muni
Ihinuqh understanding1 W>' challenge ynu to listen to a philosophy that will chang'
. 'in til''1

INTRODUCTORY OFFER/MEMBERSHIP NOW ONLY $10
MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES
v mtiodiicini\ cassette tape A-tiei listening to this cassett** tap1 ilvnu
it it n the most astonishing and beneficial tape you have evei list iied
iM i ancel ■
membership. 100 money hack guarantee

': Check hen rf you would prefer subject maltar in print instead of cassette tape.
I As a member I understand each month I will NAME
recelva an information card on next month's ADDRESS
I cassette tastes. I select the tape of my choice CITY
STATE
and mall the card back with my check. Mem- ZIP
PHONE
• bers recet«e a 25% discount oft list price. No
I obligation to purchase on a monthly basis. COLLEGE
Members need only purchase on the basis of 14*1,0 QKATIVE
subject interest.
5030 Pliliu M Sails A-103

| Cm&wJmw^JimMJ*™* _ tm^SJium - „|

For

W -T"

Army ROTC

at Bowling
Green State University, contact Captain Thomas
O. Whipple at 372-2477 or stop in at the
Military Science Department in Memorial Hall.

